3.0 COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

3.1 WHAT WE HEARD
INTRODUCTION
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Community input is critical to developing an
effective Comprehensive Plan. The people
who live in, work in, own property in, conduct
business in, visit, and manage Greer are
the experts on this community. The plan
update process reached out to these people
in a variety of methods to better understand
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats facing Greer. This took several forms
including a public online survey, stakeholder
roundtables, a Planning Commission
workshops and a Council retreat. Through
these conversations, a collective vision
emerged for the strategic actions the City
should take moving forward over the next
decade.
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In early February, the planning team hosted
five stakeholder roundtables. Approximately
fifty attendees participated in the discussions
which were arranged in groupings of the nine
planning elements. Stakeholders and experts
involved in these subject areas participated.
The five meeting topic areas were:
• Population and Housing
• Transportation
• Natural and Cultural Resources, and
Community Facilities
• Economic Development and Priority
Investments
• Land Use

An online survey was conducted between
March and May that received more than 230
responses. Those results are summarized on
the following pages.
Both a Planning Commission Workshop and
a Council Retreat were held in mid-February.
There was robust discussion about goals and
objectives that are on-going and those that
should be added. They are reflected in the
recommendations of this plan. Key Council
takeaways include:
• Continue a forward-thinking approach
for city functions via planning and followthrough;
• Be smart, intentional, and proactive;
• Be team players, collaborate, and provide
strong leadership to nurture culture;
• Achieve better housing stock balance by
offering a variety of products with price
points that are attractive;
• Explore the issue of affordable housing;
• Ensure that existing and planned future
growth is supported by appropriate
infrastructure such as transportation,
police, and fire coverage;
• Address existing traffic and infrastructure
issues;
• Opportunities/Challenges:
- Focus on infill development and
redevelopment;
- Improve connectivity/walkability (add
trails, connect destinations);
- Add density where suitable;
- Seek partnerships/coordination &
build relationships to advance efforts;
- Be transparent and provide
community education and outreach.

Stakeholder Roundtable
This

SWOT Analysis diagram summaries the input from the Stakeholder Roundtable meetings.

STRENGTHS
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

GENERAL LOCATION
CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
ECONOMIC BASE & GROWTH
KEY CORRIDORS
HISTORIC DOWNTOWN
CONTINUITY OF LEADERSHIP
RESIDENTIAL GROWTH
PARKS, RECREATION & CULTURAL
OFFERINGS

OPPORTUNITIES
f POLICIES TO SHAPE GROWTH
f LAND & MARKET FOR INFILL
DEVELOPMENT
f UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE
f SIDEWALKS, PATHS, & GREENWAYS
f TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENTS
f BETTER COORDINATION WITH COUNTIES

WEAKNESS

S
O

W

f FARM-TO-MARKET ROADS
f LACK OF TRANSIT & ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE
f SPRAWLING FOOTPRINT
f PUBLIC SAFETY COVERAGE IN NORTHERN
& SOUTHERN EXTENTS

T
THREATS
f
f
f
f
f

NEGATIVE EXTERNALITIES OF SPRAWL
AGING INFRASTRUCTURE
ROADWAY SAFETY & FUNDING
LOSS OF IDENTITY & SPECIAL PLACES
LOSS OF LAND FOR INDUSTRIAL &
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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The Online Survey
Received more than

COMMUNITY SURVEY
The planning team conducted an online
survey between March and June of 2020
which drew more than 230 responses. This
was both an effort to gain broad community
input as well as to address issues presented
by the COVID outbreak in holding large public
meetings. Input gathered from the survey
ultimately helped inform the goals and
strategies in this comprehensive plan.

230 responses
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“Resident”
tops the list
60%
50%
40%
30%

13.85%

20.78%

12.12%

20%
53.25%

10%

I neither live
nor work in
Greer

I live and
work in
Greer

0%
I work in
Greer

The respondents’ profile was a close split
between female (55%) and male (45%). The
majority of respondents were between 25 to
54 years old and 74% hold a bachelor degree
or higher in terms of educational attainment.
It is worth noting that the survey received
input from not only residents, but also those
who work in Greer and those who visit Greer
(Question 1). 74% lives in Greer, including
20.78% who also work in Greer, 12.12% work
and 13.85% neither work or live in Greer.
This broader perspective of the community
is important. Question 2 highlights that Greer
is an attractive and growing community
with so many residents who are new to
the community and a relatively consistent
distribution of timeframes people have called
Greer home. Overall, 85% of the respondents
felt Greer has a promising future! A summary
of findings concludes this section on Page 73.

Q1. What best describes
who you are?

I am a
resident
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A total of twenty-three questions were asked
as part of the survey. The questions were of
various types and included multiple choice,
rankings of 1-5, and selecting all choices that
apply. The following pages summarize the
survey findings and include top responses for
each question.

Q3. What made you
choose Greer as a place
of residence and/or
employment?

Q2. How long have
you lived and/or
worked in Greer?

30%

“<2 years”
tops the list

The top four responses were
“Community”, “Location”,
“Proximity to Work”,
and”Cost of Living”

20%

39.79%
22.51%

18.32%

18.32%

16.23%

24.61%

10%

Q4. What are your top
priorities for the City of
Greer?

> 20
years

11-19
years

6-10
years

3-5
years

<2
years

0%

Community

Location in the
region

35.6%

32.46%

Proximity to work

“Managing
Growth” tops
the list

30.37%
Character
of homes/
neighborhoods

28.27%

Managing growth

37.17%

Cost of living

28.27%

Proximity to family

23.04%

17.8%

Growing the local
economy
Finding solutions for
traffic congestion
Protecting natural
resources
Enhancing parks and
recreation facilities
Creating more
affordable housing

Property values

24.61%
Environment
and natural
landscape
0 1 2

Schools

Grew up
here

15.18% 12.57%
History and
culture
City
services

8.9%
Other

3 4 5
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Q7. What are your top
transportation priorities?

Q5. How satisfied are
you with existing public
parks and recreation
facilities in Greer?

“Maintenance”
tops the list

60.46% are
satisfied or
extremely satisfied
Maintaining and
repairing roads/bridges
7%

32.56%

42.44%

18%

not satisfied
at all

Easing traffic congestion
Building paths and
walking trails

extremely
satisfied

Repairing and building
new sidewalks
Building new bicycle
infrastructure
Bringing public transit/
bus service into the city

Q6. What types of new
and/or improved parks and
recreation facilities would
you like to see in Greer?

0 1 2
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“Never” tops
the list

100%

40%

20%

20%

37.14%

30%

16.00%

60%

15.43%

40%

25.71%

80%

5.71%

12.64%

39.66%

86.21%

10%

Never

A few times
a year

Monthly

A few times
a week

0%
Everyday

Other

Open Spaces

Trails &
Greenways

24.71%
Recreation
Center(s)

14.94%

33.33%
Destination
park(s)

Q8. How often do you or
your family walk or bike to a
destination within Greer?

0%
Sports Fields

33.91%
Pocket parks/
playgrounds
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“Trails & Greenways
tops the list” tops
the list

3 4 5

Q9. How satisfied are you
with the overall quality of the
following aspects of Greer?

Q11.What types of housing
products would you like to
see more of in Greer?

“A place to work”
tops the list

“Mid-size
single-family”
tops the list

Shopping
opportunities

Downtown
vibrancy
Business and
services

Cost of living

Overall economic
health

A place to visit

Employment
opportunities

A place to work

5 Small single-family
(1-2 Bedr)
Mid-size
single4
family (3 Bedr)
3 Large single-family
(4+ Bedr)
2

Duplexes or
triplexes

1

Townhomes

0

Condominiums
Apartments
Residential units in
mixed-use
Senior living
options
0%

Q10. Please rate the level to which you
agree with the following statement:
“The current housing supply in Greer
adequately meets the needs of...”

Families with
children

12%

Single
Professionals

16%

20%

Multi-generational
families

15%

23%

Seniors

18%
strongly
disagree

18%
12%

50%

13%

Empty nesters

22%

40%

60%

“Families with
children” tops
the list

59%

5% 12%

20%

13%

30%
34%
36%

6%
13%

21%

9%
6%
strongly
agree

19%
18%
not
sure
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Q12.”New
residential growth in
Greer should be...”

“dispersed...”
tops the list

...dispersed around the
city in areas that are still
undeveloped.”

Q13.”New shopping,
services, and job growth
in Greer should be...

“focused...”
tops the list

...focused in Downtown and
its adjacent neighborhoods.”

36.47%

46.82%

...concentrated near existing
commercial centers and
corridors.”

...concentrated near existing
commercial centers and
corridors.”

30.59%

25.43%
...focused in Downtown and
its adjacent neighborhoods.”

...dispersed around the
city in areas that are still
undeveloped.”

29.41%

24.28%
...located wherever developers
decide to build it.”
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Q14.”Where in Greer would
you like to see additional
development, including
housing, shopping, and jobs?”
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3.47%

...located wherever developers
decide to build it.”

3.53%

“Downtown...”
tops the list

Downtown and surrounding area

65%

Wade Hampton Boulevard
corridor

36%

BMW/GSP area

31%

At city edges

30%

South of Interstate 85

20%

Lake Robinson/Cunningham area

19%

Riverside area

15%

Q15. Overall, how safe
do you feel in Greer?

81% feels safe or
extremely safe

4% 14%
not at all
safe

43%

38%
extremely
safe

Q16. How promising is
the future of Greer?

Q19. My vision for
Greer is...

84% feels it is
promising or
extremely promising

4% 14%

43%

not at all
promising

38%
extremely
promising

Q17. What do you like
most about Greer?
Q20. What communication
methods do you currently
rely on for city-related
information?
“social media”
tops the list
70%
60%
50%

Q18. What do you like
the least about Greer?

40%
30%

9%

41%

38%

67%

50%

20%
10%

other

word of mouth

other social
media platforms

social media
accounts

website

0%
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Listening to the community and stakeholders
was an imperative step in the planning
process. Understanding the existing
characteristics and future vision of the City
of Greer began through these conversations
and the survey. As a result, some overarching
themes emerged, including the following:
1) People value the small town feel of Greer
which they view as a close-knit community.
Future growth needs to be managed expertly
and intentionally to ensure that the City
doesn’t lose its identity.
2) Downtown is a valued historic asset and
should be the center for new jobs, shopping,
and housing.
3) Mid-sized single-family homes and mixed
use buildings with residential components are
the most desired living options.
4) Corridors and aging commercial centers
provide opportunities to create appropriately
scaled mixed-use, walkable developments.
5) There is opportunity to enhance and expand
the trail and greenway network - a desired
amenity for many, and a way for residents to
walk and bike to jobs and destinations.
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6) Easing traffic congestion, improving
roadway safety, and maintaining existing road
and infrastructure are top transportation
priorities.
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7) There is a realization that proactive
planning is important and that the city needs
to continue building strong partnerships
and coordinating more frequently with each
county to ensure successful implementation
of the Plan.
8) Many residents are new to the community so outreach, communication, and involvement
are important to get them invested.
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